
  



 

No Ph.D. Needed: Saving our Urban Wildlife 
with Natural History & Data 

“In the years ahead, naturalists have a vital role to play in the future of the world.                                 
Next to professional scientists, they are one of the most important groups of                         
people, for with their help in learning about the world, and in protecting it and                             
persuading others to protect it, they will become the guardians of our planet and of                             
our welfare as a species” – Gerald Durrell  

 

Earthwise Aware (EwA) runs a field naturalist citizen (a.k.a. community) science program that                         

advances biodiversity and climate research while promoting ecological ethics and the democratization                       

of science.   

EwA’s citizen science model is one of science by the                   

people, benefiting both People and Nature. Where we live in                   

Massachusetts, our communities get a chance to             

experience what this means first-hand with our EwA               

Naturalist program. Our projects cover different species             

groups and habitats, and fill biodiversity and phenology               

data gaps. Our citizen science projects promote a form of                   

scientific contribution and experiential learning that is             

system-based, with an emphasis on the interactions             

between species, habitats, and their function in several critical urban locations. They reveal a                           

continuous natural history of the places that we observe.  

For us, citizen science is also about collaborating with experts, as well as working with the 

organizations that protect these parks and reservations or have an interest in promoting conservation. 

We are lucky to count as our collaborators and partners the Friends of the Fells, the Massachusetts 

Department of Conservation and Recreation, the Cambridge Water Department, Mass Audubon Habitat, 

and local community centers, including the Somerville Growing Center, who love and support the EwA 

programs. 
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https://www.friendsofthefells.org/
https://www.mass.gov/orgs/department-of-conservation-recreation
https://www.mass.gov/orgs/department-of-conservation-recreation
https://www.cambridgema.gov/Water/freshpondreservation
https://www.massaudubon.org/get-outdoors/wildlife-sanctuaries/habitat
http://www.thegrowingcenter.org/


Our main and most exhaustive system-centered program happens in the Middlesex Fells Reservation 

(Medford, Winchester, Stoneham, Melrose, and Malden). This year we expanded our study sites to 

include sites where we focus on arthropod occurrence and abundance (the Fresh Pond Reservoir in 

Cambridge, Habitat in Belmont and the Somerville Community Growing Center in Somerville) in 

collaboration with the organizations that manage them. Doing so, we can build trends across time and 

location, and shed some light on changes in and differences between these habitats.  

EwA’s 2019 objectives focused on establishing and refining the procedures of our studies. Our 

activities were mainly descriptive and included establishing a baseline for all our studies and locations, 

ground-truthing some sites, piloting studies and refining our protocols, improving our skills, and gaining 

an in-depth understanding of our tools. From an outreach perspective, we formed critical partnerships, 

nurtured our working relationships with collaborators and our citizen scientists, raised awareness about 

the need to protect and study biodiversity, and invited the public to join the effort. 

We are proud to release the first annual EwA citizen science report. While it compiles the results of and 

data collected from a year’s worth of EwA fieldwork, it is not purely a data-driven report. In addition to 

reporting those results, it documents EwA’s developmental and operational process. It summarizes 

EwA‘s field projects with general findings for 2019, as well as explaining EwA’s field methods and how 

to access our data for further analysis. The audience for this report is varied and comprised of our 

citizen scientists and volunteers, our partners and collaborators, the cities where our programs are 

located, and the various non-profit and governmental organizations that we work with. 

The 2019 report explicitly:  

● Recalls our organization's mission, vision, and 

focus. 

● Describes our citizen science and public 

engagement model. 

● Summarizes our progress relating to the study, 

monitoring, and surveillance of our urban and 

suburban biodiversity.   

● Recaps the phenology of the species or groups 

of species in representative areas in 

Massachusetts. 

● Outlines scientific and conservation 

collaborations, citizen scientist participation, 

and community engagement. 

● Further engages our communities by 

providing resources to enable informed 

decision making (including for conservation 

science priorities, land management, policies, 

or advocacy). 

● Serves as a report to the governmental 

institutions who issue research permits where 

they are required. 

● Discusses possible and needed refinements 

of our studies, as well as new opportunities. 

● Highlights our naturalist program objectives 

for the coming years.  

Full Report  » earthwiseaware.org/2019-ewa-citizen-science-report 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middlesex_Fells_Reservation
https://www.cambridgema.gov/Water/freshpondreservation
https://www.massaudubon.org/get-outdoors/wildlife-sanctuaries/habitat
http://www.thegrowingcenter.org/
https://www.earthwiseaware.org/2019-ewa-citizen-science-report/
https://www.earthwiseaware.org/2019-ewa-citizen-science-report/


 

⬞⬞⬞ 2019 EwA Accomplishments Shortlist  ⬞⬞⬞  

EwA engaged 820+ volunteer visits through biodiversity 
and citizen science focused events. 

For the first year, EwA trained 4 college interns who 
contributed to developing and implementing citizen 
science programs and assisted us in our citizen 
science events. 

EwA expanded its program to a total of 4 locations in 
Massachusetts and nurtured new and existing 
collaborations with their stewards. 

We ran 170+ events. 

Our community of citizen scientists spent some 1451+ volunteer hours in the field with us. 

EwA citizen scientists recorded  25,000+ worldwide biodiversity occurrence observations to date 
on iNaturalist, among which 18,000+ were collected in the Greater Boston area. 

8 of the top 10 regional iNaturalists for the Middlesex Fells are EwA citizen scientists. Altogether 
they supplied 65% of all observations in the Fells. 

We recorded 14,882 seasonal phases through the EwA Phenology Project. 

We found what could be bobcat tracks in the Fells. 

We conducted 184 arthropod surveys through the 
EwA Plant Visitor Survey. 

We found the second recorded taper-tailed darner in 
the county. 

Also through our Plant Visitor Survey, EwA got the 
highest record of caterpillars (at the Fells) among 55 
U.S. study sites. EwA’s site at Habitat ranked third. 

EwA was the topic of 3 articles in the regional press. 

Through the EwA Vernal Pool Program, we documented 18 potential vernal pools, 2 of which 
were certified through EwA applications. 

These are only a few. More accomplishments are detailed in our report. We are very proud of 
what we’ve done this year thanks to the great team of EwA citizen scientists, collaborators, 
volunteers, and followers! To the EwA Citizen Science Community: Thank you! → 

 

Full Report  » earthwiseaware.org/2019-ewa-citizen-science-report 
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https://www.earthwiseaware.org/noteworthy/news-about-ewa/
https://www.earthwiseaware.org/2019-ewa-citizen-science-report/


 

EwA has grown into the organization it is today 

in response to both the need to study nature and 

the importance of citizen naturalists in facing the 

challenges that confront our species. To help to 

understand and raise awareness about nature’s 

dynamic systems, we made place-based and 

data-based natural history the core of our citizen 

program.  

This report highlights the beginning of a journey. 

As our community of citizen scientists and 

expert collaborators grows, we become stronger 

and ever more committed to building upon our accomplishments. We invite you to be part of our local 

natural history. Join our effort. Be an EwA naturalist!  [ EwA Citizen Science Program → ] 

⬞⬞⬞ 2019 EwA Favorite Graphs  ⬞⬞⬞  

 
EwA at the Fells [ » ]  EwA at Fresh Pond [ » ] 

2019 Biodiversity Occurrence Summary at two EwA Study Sites  
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https://www.earthwiseaware.org/ewa-nature-circles/ewa-circles-rules-tools/become-an-inaturalist/
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/ewa-at-the-fells?tab=observations&subtab=map
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/ewa-at-the-fells?tab=stats
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/ewa-at-the-fells?tab=stats
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/ewa-at-fresh-pond?tab=observations&subtab=map
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/ewa-at-fresh-pond?tab=stats
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/ewa-at-fresh-pond?tab=stats


 

 

Top 2019 Caterpillar  Count Abundance Sites Across the U.S.: EwA 2 top sites in yellow and blue 
(Caterpillars Count top 10 partner sites) 

   

   
2019 General Arthropod Order Counts Summary Across EwA Sites (EwA Data Visualization) 
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To EwA’s Citizen Science Community: Thank you! 
Thanks to all who come and help us for an hour, for a session, or 

just stop by - curious of what we’re doing… Every minute counts 

and spreading the word is golden! 

Thanks to Joe Martinez, and Matt Gage for their incredible 

collaboration in the EwA Vernal Pool Awareness & Protection 

program and the countless field hours spent together! Thanks to 

Amy Mertl (Lesley Univ.) & Teá Kesting-Handly, our academic 

collaborators who helped us with our EwA Plant Visitor protocol (for the EwA survey of arthropods). 

  Thanks to our incredible 2019 Biodiversity interns: Xaelel, Charlie, Sarah and Jackson. We 

loved having you with us! Thanks especially to our committed citizen scientists: Dan, Joe, Bill, 

Alexis, Jeanine, Jen, Jennifer, Mike, Kathy, Lisa, Laura, Shilpa and Renee who help regularly w/ 

recording observations and improving the study and its methods!  We could not do it without you!  

⭐ Top EwA Data Contributors: Daniel Onea, Joe Macindewar, Bill Macindewar, Shilpa Sen, Laura Costello, Kathy 
Mcglathery, Jennifer Erbe, Charlie Low, Jeanine Farley, Xaelel Allen-Caballero. 

Thanks again to our partners who share with us their open space, knowledge & environmental passion. 
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EwA Citizen Science: Co-Creative Conservation in Action 

 

Advancing Biodiversity and Climate Research 
Giving Science Back to the People 

 

 

Contact Us 
Earthwise Aware 
www.earthwiseaware.org 
50 Spring Street  
Somerville, MA 02143 - U.S.A. 
☏ +1 (617) 684-5204 
✉ citizenscience@earthwiseaware.org 
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